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     Stoneco has recently finished development of our newest website solely dedicated to 
Aglime.  The Site was developed to increase awareness of Aglime and its uses, keep the 
most up to date information on our Aglime available, and to help promote area Aglime
Spreaders who purchase our material.  
     The added value for area Aglime Spreaders who purchase their material from us will be
that we are advertising for them for free.  A key to making this program a success will 
be having accurate Spreading Companies information to pass on.  We will be keeping the 
Aglime Spreaders information on file and passing along information for potential customers 
to the Spreaders.  If you own, or operate an Aglime spreading business please make sure 
we have your most up to date contact information available including Name, Phone 
Number, E-Mail Address (if available), and the areas that you are currently servicing. 
When you get a chance please stop by the website and let us know what you think.

Customer Service Concept Winners
     A few months back we sponsored a contest for new Customer service concepts at
any of our locations.  Out of all the responses we received we managed to choose two
finalists.  The first idea came from Mr. Jordan Czarnick employed by Able Sanitary. 
Jordan offered the idea that we widen our truck path coming out our wheel wash at our
Maybee Quarry.  This idea was put into work right away and has already improved traffic
flow at that location.  The second winning idea came from Kelly Burman employed by Pipe
Specialists. While Kelly's idea will not be used right away we liked it enough to award it.  
As promised the two winning concepts each received $50 for their efforts, thanks again
to everyone who participated.

Stoneco Billing
     We are currently experiencing some "growing pains" with our billing process.  Due to 
to personnel changes at our Maumee office and the addition of new Stoneco locations.
We appreciate your patience through this transitional period for all of our locations.  Ryan
Lumpford is still available at our office to handle all of your customer service needs.

Denniston 
     Stoneco Denniston located at 15203 S. Telegraph
in Monroe, MI recently came under the Stoneco
Family of Quarries.  It is ideally located to service
the Monroe, Toledo, and Detroit markets, and is only
two and one half miles from I - 75.  Currently we have 
an abundance of 21AA Commercial and 3/8 Screenings 
available at this location.  Please inquire with a 
Stoneco Sales Representative for pricing and 
availability.  All sizes of MDOT Rip Rap are available 
at this location.  Please contact a Stoneco Sales
Representative for additional information on other 
products. 
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